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1 Introduction

The Wadden Sea is a complex system with strong interrelationships between the hydro

dynamics, the sediments, and the animal and plant species living there. Land reclama

tion and dike construction have been important issues over the last millenium modify

ing this fragile system. To understand the effects produced by the changes, a thorough

understanding of the hydrodynamic and sedimentologic characteristics is required.

The Wadden Sea is one of the most intensively studied shallow-marine environments

in the world. Because of the large sedimentological and biological data sets, it has be

come a focal area for the study of ecological processes. Thus, sediment distribution

patterns have been used to estimate hydraulic energy input into the system (Nynadwi,

1995; Mai, 1999). Although current measurements have been made locally (Antia, 1993;

Krägel, 1997; Behrends and Liebezeit, 1999) there has been a general lack of systematic

hydrological investigations, probably because the acquisition of synoptic data would

have required prohibitively expensive instrumentation and measuring programmes.

The movement of sediments in the sea normally takes place in form of bed load and

suspension transport. Bed load transport has always been difficult to measure and sus

pended particulate matter transport requires a lot of measurements to obtain a good

estimate. Sediments with grain sizes up to 110 /J,m are almost exclusively transported

in suspension (Open University, 1989) and these type of sediments are found in most of

the intertidal flats behind Spiekeroog, which suggests that suspension transport plays

the main role in the sediment balance.

With new instruments, like acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP) and the possibil

ity to record large amounts of data directly in electronic form, fast and cheap methods

can be developed to study large areas.

The large amount of different types of data available for this area, the lack of systematic

1



2 1 In troduction

hydrodynamic measurements, the fact that dredging and release of sediments takes

place in the channels and the need of hydrodynamic information for interdisciplinary

work were the main motivations behind this study.

The main objective of the present work was to estimate the transport of organic and

inorganic matter into and out of the Otzum inlet in different weather conditions. During

the development of the work, the need of an hydrodynamical model was detected and

hence inc1uded as one of the objectives.

In order to achieve these objectives, the work was divided into five parts, which are

presented as manuscripts in the following chapters. One describes the hydrodynamical

model which is used to estimate flow when not enough data was present. Then the

methodology for measuring suspended perticulate matter transport by acoustic means

and its theoretical background is explained. An application of the acoustic method is

described in the following chapter where extreme values were detected. The last two

chapters treat the transport of sand, mud and organic material on tidal and seasonal

scales.

1.1 Studyarea

The Wadden Sea extends between The Netherlands and the west coast of Denmark

and it comprises the whole German coast of the North Sea. The study area is located

behind the island of Spiekeroog and it includes the tidal channels and the intertidal flats

(Fig. 1.1).

An anphidromic point driving the tidal circulation in the German Bight is located north

west of the study area (Fig. 1.2), the tidal range increases from west to east, reaching

about 3.2 m in the study area. Residual currents on the sea side of the island have been

measured and modelled (Backhaus and Maier-Reimer, 1983) and they are directed to

the east.

The tidal range is the main factor affecting the currents in the channels. The wind has

little direct influence on the currents in the channels, but it can affect the tidal range,

specially with strong north or north-west winds and low atmospheric pressure which

produces storm floods. These events, although sporadic, can play an important role in

the sediment dynamics. Measurements under storm conditions are very difficult, and
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Figure 1.1: Location of the study area in the southern North Sea.

for this reason, the development of models is an important task. A model for this area

was developed and it is described in chapter 2.

An important factor affecting the organisms living in the sediments is the grain size

distribution and the supply of organic matter for filter-feeders. In chapter 6 the move

ment of particulate organic and inorganic matter is analysed in relation to the grain size

distribution observed in the coastal flats.

The suspended material found in the study area is mainly composed of mud (particles

smaller than 63 j.1m) and very fine sand (between 64 and 110 j.1m). Sand is observed in

suspension mainly at high currents. The sand is composed mainly of quartz and has a

very low organic content, whereas the mud fraction is made of fine inorganic particles

mixed with organic debris and plankton.
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Figure 1.2: North Sea anphidrome. Driving point of the tides in the German Bight.
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1.2 Sampling material and methodologies

1.2.1 Water sampies

5

For organie and inorganic matter analysis and to ealibrate the other instruments, sus

pended partieulate material sampIes are required. Usual methods to eollect water sam

pIes are bottles and pumps. Bottles and also other sampIers based on the same princi

pIe, take only point sampIes, while pumps ean take long time sampIes. In this study a

pump in eombination with a eentrifuge was used, in order to take long time sampIes to

average short-time variations of the suspended matter eoncentration. SampIes of 300 I

pumped during 20 minutes were obtained every two hours, eovering a 12 hours tidal

period.

To estimate suspended matter eoneentration, optieal and aeoustieal methods are com

monly used, with the advantage that these methods are faster than direct sampling, but

they require a calibration according to the sampling place. They are also sensitive to in

terference from different sources, like bubbles, algae, fish, ete. and they react differently

depending on the suspended material praperties. When trying to map large areas, these

methods are the only possibility to achieve the objectives.

1.2.2 Acoustic Doppler current profiler

In this study, an acoustic Doppler current prafiler was used to measure currents in the

main channel. This device measures the velocity of the water by measuring the Doppler

shift fram the sound scattered fram the partides in suspension. The device sends first

a sound pulse to the bottom, which is scattered at different times fram particles at dif

ferent depths. The particles moving together with the water scatter sound back with

a frequency shift depending on the partide speed (Doppler effect). By comparing the

return frequency with that of the irradiated pulse, the velocity at the different levels is

calculated (fig. 1.3). As a bypraduct, the intensity of the backscattered signal is also reg

istered, and this is used to estimate the concentration of particulate matter at that level

(Fig. 1.4). Corrections must be made due to the absorption of sound by the water and

the suspended material. This methodology is described in detail in chapter 3.

The sound irradiated fram the transducer face has a complex form dose to the source,

this is called the near field, and it is very eomplieated to calculate. After the near field is
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Figure 1.3: Working principle of the acoustic doppler current profiler. The signal is sent
to the bottom at a certain angle and the frequency shift of the received signal
is proportional to the velocity of the suspended partic1es which move with
the water.
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Figure 1.4: Estimation of suspended matter concentration using acoustical methods.
The intensity of the received signal depends on the concentrations of scatter
ers in suspension. The recorded signal is corrected for attenuation by spread
ing and water absorption.
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the far field, where the sound spreads under an 1'2 law, i.e. the intensity of the signal gets

reduced to one fourth every time the distance to the transducer is doubled. Since the

same transducer is used fm sending and receiving the sound, a small interval is required

to change from send to receive mode. These two problems prevent measurements dose

to the transducer face.

The acoustic signal must be emmited at some angle from the verticat in this case 20°,

to use the Doppler effect generated by particles moving horizontally. The emmited

signal also has side lobes which will arrive at the bottom before the main lobe. Since

the reflected signal from the bottom is much higher than the backscattering signat it

produces interference with the signals dose to the bottom, thus reducing the measuring

range of the device to about 90% of the total depth.

1.2.3 Turbidity meter

Turbidity meters have been used for many years to estimate suspended particulate mat

ter concentrations. In this study a calibrated light attenuation meter was used. Light at

tenuation depends not only on the material concentration but also on the characteristics

of the suspended material. Quartz sand, fm example, absorbs 50 times less light than

the fine aggregated material. The instrument must thus be used with some care if one is

measuring sand concentrations. As explained in chapter 6, a combination with acoustic

methods can be used to measure different fractions separately.

1.2.4 Computational methods

The large amount of data produced by the instruments, 10-30 MBytes per day, cannot

be easily processed using standard software packages. To solve these problems aseries

of programs were written in C++, combined with some scripts in Perl and Phyton. The

default platfmm used was a PC running the Linux operating system which provides a

standard set of development tools. Since the data acquisition programs run under DOS

and can be executed concurrently using a DOS emulator program, a single machine

can be used fm all the processing. The main processing program, which is described

in detail in chapter 3, was used to estimate suspended particulate matter concentration

from the acoustic backscattering data. This data is combined with the velocities at every
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point to compute transport, and then integrated over the whole sampling transect to

calculate the total movement of suspended material through the cross-section.

The hydrodynamic model described in chapter 2 was also written in C++. The pro

gram was designed to be easily combined with other models, like sedimentation and

resuspenslOn.

In some months, it was not possible to directly measure water flow through the cross

sectional transect due to c1imatological or technical problems. In these cases, current

measurements from the research vessel anchored in the main channel were carried out.

Records were made for two to six M2 tidal cydes (12.5 h) and they were used to check

the validity of the model. Flow estimations were in such cases obtained from the model

and not from the measurements. By combining the modelled flow with the real mea

surements of suspended materiat estimations of suspended matter transport can be

made.

1.2.5 Individual studies

The main part of the current work is composed of the following five manuscripts, pre

sented here as chapters.

Chapter 2.

A two-dimensional hydrodynamic model for tidal channels with intertidal flats

A two-dimensional finite differences model for coastal waters with large intertidal flats

was developed. The model was tested in the catchment basin of the island of Spiekroog

and compared with measurements obtained during calm weather conditions. Good

agreement between the predicted and the measured currents was obtained. Based on

the sedimentological characteristics of the areal the currents patterns are predicted as

expected. Flow estimations produced by the model where used also to complement

suspended particulate matter transport measurements where flow data was not avail

able due to technicalor c1imatological problems.

Chapter 3.

Estimating suspended particulate matter transport from acoustic backscatter. (Sub

mitted to Computer and Geosciences).
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In order to estimate suspended particulate matter concentration and transport from

acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) records an iterative method must be used

to take into account the sound absorption by the water and the suspended particles at

the different levels. A C++ program was developed which permits its rapid estimation.

The program was applied and tested in the catchment basin of Spiekeroog Island in the

North Sea. It can easily be adapted to other ADCPs than the one used in this study

Chapter 4. P. Santamarina and B.W. Flemming

Quantifying concentration and flux of suspended particulate matter through a tidal

inlet of the East Frisian Wadden Sea by acoustic Doppler current profiling. (In press

in Muddy caast dynamics and resaurce management).

Suspended particulate matter transport into and out of the catchment basin of Spie

keroog Island was calculated from acoustic and optical measurements and from water

sampIes. A comparison between different weather conditions was made. Estimations

for sand and mud transport were carried out, and different transport and resuspension

mechanisms were detected. Big differences were also found between calm and windy

weather.

Chapter 5.

Seasonal fluxes of mud and sand in a tidal inlet (southern North Sea)

Fine particulate inorganic matter flux into and out of the tidal basin of Spiekeroog was

calculated for different months. A combination of measurements and numerical meth

ods for water flow estimation together with suspended particulate matter analysis were

applied. The influence of different particle fractions on the backscatter characteristics of

the suspended matter in the study area is discussed.

Chapter 6.

Particulate fine organic matter flow in a tidal inlet (Southern North Sea)

Transport of suspended organic matter in the tidal inlet of Spiekeroog was measured

over several months using a combination of direct measurements with acoustic, optical

and numerical methods. Invariance of the organic matter content of suspended mud

was observed through the year being always higher than the organic matter content of

mud deposits in the back-barrier tidal basin.



2 A two-dimensional hydrodynamic

model for tidal channels with

intertidal flats

Abstract

A two-dimensional hydrodynamic model for bay-like coastal waters with large tidal

flats was developed and applied to a tidal basin along the East Frisian barrier island

coast of the southern North-Sea. Two grid sizes were tested and eompared. ModeIled

eurrents are eompared with eurrent measurements from the same area, also relating

these with loeal sedimentological features. The numerical predietions agree weIl with

the current records from the main ehannel as weIl as the sedimentological characteristics

of the area. Information on the energy input ean be inferred from the predicted veloeity

fields.

2.1 Introduction

The tidal flat systems in the back-barrier basins of the East Frisian islands of Spiekeroog

and Langeoog have been extensively studied from sedimentologieal and biologieal points

of view (e.g., Flemming and Davis, 1994; Flemming and Nyandwi, 1994; Flemming and

Ziegler, 1995; Nynadwi, 1995; Flemming and Bartholomä, 1997; Krägel, 1997; Krägel

and Flemming, 1997; Mai, 1999; Dittmann, 1998). However, only very few studies have

concerned themselves with the hydrology of the area, in particular the tidal circulation

11



12 2 A two-dimensional hydrodynamic model...

(Walther, 1972; Hübner and Backhaus, 1997). In some cases, information about water

circulation, currents and energy input have been inferred from grain size and settling

velocity distributions of sediments (e.g., Flemming and others, 1992; Nynadwi, 1995).

Local current measurements, in conjunction with investigations on bedform dynamics

and suspended sediment transport, have been carried out in the immediate offshore

(Antia, 1993) and in some backbarrier tidal channels (Davis and Flemming, 1991; Flem

ming and Davis, 1994; Krägel, 1997). In addition, some of the observations made in the

course of the present study are currently in press (Santamarina and Flemming, 2000).

The above studies demonstrate that many geological and ecological investigations in

the Wadden Sea require an in-depth understanding of tidal circulation patterns and

flow strengths on a basin-wide scale. Since synoptic measurements are time-consuming

and expensive, modelling is the only viable alternative. One of the main problems in

modelling this area of the Wadden Sea is the presence of large intertidal flats which sub

merge and emerge twice per day. The water over the flats at high tide contributes more

than 50% to the total water volume entering the tidal basin during one tidal period.

Only very few of the existing numerical models include algorithms for the treatment

of flooding and drying (Kuo and Park, 1995; Lin and Falconer, 1997). The objective of

the present study, therefore, was to develop a 2-D numerical model which can be ap

plied to the back-barrier tidal basins of the Wadden Sea, and to compare the results with

existing data. Emphasis was placed on using a small cell size and an avoidance of nu

merical instabilities. Other parameters such as wind stress and waves were neglected in

this case. The model thus predicts tidal flow and water elevations under calm weather

conditions. The study area against which the model was tested is characterised by one

major and a number of secondary channels with strongly stepped margins surrounded

by extensive tidal flats (fig. 2.1).

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Model description

A horizontal two-dimensional finite difference scheme was used in the current model.

As in most 2-D horizontal shallow water models, the flows are described using the ver

tically integrated Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible, unsteady turbulent flow

(Falconer and others, 1986; Davies and others, 1995). In this model, the water density
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Figure 2.1: Topography of the study area viewed from the north-west. The grid corre
sponds to the one used for the modell.
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is assumed to be constant over the computational domain. Wind stress and horizon

tal eddy diffusion are not considered in the current implementation of the model. The

tide is prescribed only along the open boundaries and a condition of no flow (i.e. zero

normal velocity) is applied to the rest of the lateral boundaries.

The vertically integrated continuity equation reads

Br; BuH BvH
-+--+--=0
Bt Bx By

whereas the vertically integrated Navier-Stokes equations are

BuH HBr; Bu2H BuvH f H T x--+g -+--+ - v +-=0
Bt Bx Bx By p

BvH HBr; Bv2 H BuvH f H T y--+g -+--+ + u +-=0
Bt By By Bx p

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where r; =water surface elevation above computational zero level; t time; u, v =depth

integrated velocity components in the x and y directions respectively; 9 is the gravita

tional acceleration; H =water depth; f =Coriolis parameter; Tx , Ty =bed shear stress

components and pis the water density.

In the case of fully turbulent flow, the bed shear stress can be assumed to be related to

the depth-averaged velocity (V) (see Le Mehaute, 1976):

T x = prulVI

Ty = prvlVI

(2.4)

(2.5)

where r is a dimensionless friction factor. From open channel hydraulics, r can be calcu

lated as r = g/C~. The Chezy coefficient Ch is expressed in terms of Manning's bottom

roughness coefficient n which is determined empirically and can be found in tables for

different types of sea bottoms. Thus, when

(2.6)
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and

2.2.2 Boundary conditions

15

(2.7)

(2.8)

Along the seabed and the solid boundaries (i.e. island, land) fluxes in the shore-normal

direction are prohibited. At the open boundaries, the water elevations are prescribed

on the basis of local tide-gauge records. When emerged, the intertidal flats act as solid

boundaries. Flow from neighbouring cells into the active cell is allowed only when the

water elevation in one or more of the surrounding cells is higher than in the active cello

2.2.3 Initial conditions

At time zero, the whole computational domain was assigned zero velocity and the water

elevation at mean high tide was applied to every cello Cells lying above the water level

were marked as currently being dry. All model runs were started at mean high water

and left running for a few cycles to allow stabilisation.

2.2.4 Implementation

The governing equations were solved using a staggered grid (Arakawa-C) (Jiang, 1999),

with the water elevation (17) centred in the cells and the velocities calculated in con

nection between the cells (Fig. 2.2). The program was implemented in C++ using an

object-oriented approach, with every cell being an object. In every time step the follow

ing procedures were carried out:

• Only in the first time step are the initial conditions applied to the whole model

domain.
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Figure 2.2: Finite differences grid scheme.

• The prescribed tide is applied to the open boundaries.

• Velocities at the connecting points between the cells are computed using equa

tions 2.2 and 2.3. At this point the program checks whether water can flow to the

dry cells.

• The water elevation for every cell is ca1culated using equation 2.1.

As the morphological transition from the channels to the tidal flats is very stepped,

the method for calculating the flow from or to a neighbouring cell does not use the

mean depth between the two cells but rather the minimum depth, which gives a better

representation of the channel topography and prevents some numerical instabilities.
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u

Dry cell H=O

17

Figure 2.3: Method used to compute if the neighbouring ceH can be flooded. Only if
the level in one of the ceHs around the dry ceH is higher than the bottom of
the dry celt is water aHowed to flow and velocities are computed, otherwise,
velocities are set to zero.

The flooding problem was solved using ceHs with a horizontal bottom and then aHow

ing the water to flow to the dry ceHs only if the water level in the adjacent ceH is higher

than the bed of the active ceH (Fig. 2.3).

2.2.5 Discretization

An explicit forward-in-time numerical scheme was used to approximate the governing

equations. The Arakawa-C grid defines different points for the u and v velocity compo

nents. When a velocity component is required at a point for which it is not defined, the

arithmetic mean of the two or four dosest points were used to calculate the component

at the undefined point. Capitalletters are here used for the finite difference equations.

For a U velocity point, the velocity component in the next time step ut+l is calculated
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as:

Ut+1 = U + [_g 17e - 17w _ U; He - U~Hw _ UnVnHn - UsI~Hs _ T(U H) + 1V ] 6t
6x 26xH 26yH '

(2.9)

where all the terms on the right side are already defined for the current time step, the

sub-indexes n, s, wand e correspond to the points directly north, south, west, and east

of the operating U point. The water elevation 17 is defined at the centre of the cells.

The friction function T(U, H) is calculated using the Manning's coefficient. The same

method is used in the discretization of the 11 component:

the continuity equation being discretized as:

(2.11)

2.2.6 Model runs

The topography of the study area was obtained from navigation charts and bathymet

ric measurements. Tidal elevations were obtained from records of the Spiekeroog tide

gauge mantained by the German Hydrographie Service.

Two different grid sizes were used for the modelling of the tidal currents. Both had a

cell size of 158 x 158 m. The small grid has 74 by 56 cells and comprises most of the

Spiekeroog tidal basin except the sand bar (ebb delta) in front of the tidal inlet. The

other grid consists of 107 by 83 cells and includes the ebb-delta sand bar. Along the

open North Sea boundary the tide is prescribed at a distance of 5500 m to the north of

the island shore.

The time step used was 3 seconds and current fields were stored every 30 minutes. At

some important locations, velocities and water elevations were registered at one minute

intervals, mainly to compare them with real data obtained at these locations.
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The whole computational domain was assigned the same bottom roughness, expressed

by the Manning's coefficient. In this case the value used was in the range 0.02-0.04

which is typical for natural channels (Sellin, 1969).

Model runs were made at selected spring, neap, and mean tides to compare the pre

dicted results with real-time measurements obtained at similar tidal phases (fig. 2.4).

The model was always started at mean high water and the current field was set to zero

everywhere. After that it was left running for five tidal cydes to allow the model to

stabilise before using the data.

2.2.7 Real-time measurements

Real-time current measurements obtained during some of the sampling campaigns at

sea were used to validate the model. The data are mainly current records and station

ary ADCP measurements collected continuously for periods of one to two days. These

measurements were all carried out in the main channel near the transect.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Comparison with measurements

A comparison of the calculated velocities using the small grid and the measured veloci

ties is presented in figure 2.5. In this example the measurements were carried out during

a mean tidal phase (i.e. halfway between spring and neap tide). The measured flood

currents are very weIl correlated with the modelled ones, whereas the maximum ebb

currents are up to 10 cms-1 underestimated in some cases. Most of the time, howeverl

the predicted velocity differs by less than 5% from the measured ones. When using the

larger grid, the predicted maximum velocities in the channel are underestimated during

both the flood and the ebb phase. During the ebb tide the maximum predicted current

velocity is about 20 cms-1 lower than the measured current, although there is good

agreement in the timing. Another problem observed when using the larger grid is that

the travelling time of the tidal wave is slightly longer than that of the actual wave.

At mid-water springs the velocity field for the whole area (fig. 2.6) shows some impor

tant features which are reflected in the sediment distribution pattern of the back-barrier
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Figure 2.4: Tide record at Spiekeroog (record starts on april 22, 1996). Tidal elevation is
refered to the sea charts null.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of estimated and measured current speeds in the main channel.
Only the component in the direction of the channel is shown.
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Figure 2.6: Flood eurrent field at mid water.

basin. Thus, at the watersheds (tidal divides) between neighbouring tidal basins the

eurrent veloeities are very low throughout the tidal eyde. In response, the sediments

along the watersheds are distinctly finer-grained than in the adjaeent basin (Dong, pers.

eomm.). Another important feature is the flow strueture in the vieinity of the inlet. The

eurrents are relatively slow outside the ebb delta, but aeeelerate up to more than 1 m S-l

when erossing the sand bar. The same happens on the ebb tide (fig: 2.7) when the eur

rents deeelerate strongly within a very short time interval.
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Figure 2.7: Ebb current field at mid water.
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2.4 Discussion and Conclusions

The main parameter modifying the characteristics of the model is the bottom roughness.

Within the roughness range used in the model, no notorious disturbances in the results

were observed. Very low Manning's coefficients sometimes lead to numerical instabili

ties, whereas very high ones tend to underestimate the actual velocities. When applying

the model for future practical applications, it is therefore advisable to use roughness co

efficients derived from in situ bottom features based on grain size, bedforms and other

morphological elements such as mussei beds known to exist in the study area.

Comparing the predicted currents with the measured ones, it is clearly evident that the

model reproduces the real current speeds very well, at least at the measuring stations.

This fact alone provides valuable information for other studies being carried out in this

area. However, to obtain a higher precision, longer validation measurements are re

quired from the tidal flats in particular.

The different results obtained when using the two grids are mainly related to the po

sition of the open boundary to which the tidal wave is applied. With such a small cell

size, a large number of iterations has to be made over the whole computational domain

in order to transmit the effects of the tide from the open boundary to the channel which

is about 30 cells away (5500 m). Although this difference mainly relates to the tidal

phase and to a lesser extent to the tidal amplitude, it can be important when calculat

ing residual fluxes. On the other hand, while the predictions agree very well with the

measurements when using the small grid, no estimates are made for the sand bar at the

entrance.

As pointed out in the introduction, many sedimentological studies in the wider study

area (Nynadwi, 1995) have inferred hydraulic energy levels at the seabed on the basis of

grain size distribution patterns which suggest the existence of a shoreward decreasing

energy gradient (e.g., Flemming and Nyandwi, 1994; Nynadwia and Flemming, 1995;

Flemming and Bartholomä, 1997).

In a more recent study a trend-line analysis of settling velocity gradients was used to il

lustrate the inferred energy gradient (Mai, 1999; Mai and Bartholomä, 2000). This model

shows that the gradient is not exactly perpendicular to the coastline, but that it seems to

be roughly aligned with the direction of the main channels. This, in fact, conforms with

the results of the numerical model in so far as the highest velocities are observed in the
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main channel from where they diminish sideways in the direction of the tidal flats.

Special attention has to be given to the tidal flat due south of the island and north-east

of the main channel. In this area the sediments are rather coarse in spite of the fact

that the currents are not very strong (Flemming and Ziegler, 1995; Dong, pers. comm.).

Such a feature would normally be associated with a high energy input. In the present

case, however, it is known that the coarser sediments are episodically supplied from

the island beach by overwash processes during severe storms, being dumped in the

rear of the island as the energy drops after the flow has passed the constrictions of the

overwash channels.

The measured composition of the suspended fraction, as illustrated in Santamarina and

Flemming (2000), revealed high suspended sand concentrations on the flood tide in the

presence of strong northerly winds (around 6 Bft.). From this it can be inferred that

the sand must evidently be derived from the ebb delta and/or the upper shoreface of

the island, being resuspended by wave action and then transported into the backbarrier

tidal basin. Conversely, during the ebb tide such sands are transported seawardst being

deposited on the ebb delta bars as the current rapidly decreases when reaching the open

water. This is consistent with observations by Chen (1995) who found that suspended

matter concentrations decrease when moving away from the coast. It also demonstrates

thatt under conditions of strong northerly to north-westerly windst there is a net import

of sand into the tidal basin.

When using the modet it should always be born in mind that, along the open boundaryt

only the tidal elevations but not the currents are prescribed. In the offshore region the

model can thus neither predict the observed easterly directed residual currents (Back

haus and Maier-Reimer, 1983) nor the maximum current velocities measured on the

shoreface north of Spiekeroog which can reach 58 cm S-l under normal fair weather

conditions (Antiat 1993). This aspect is important if one wishes to consider the fate of

the sediments (or pollutants, for that matter) exported from the Wadden Sea. Such as

sessments can be made once the local model is coupled with a wide-area model which,

in addition, should include wind forcing.

Finallyt in future applications the model can be coupled with a suspended matter trans

port model and a wind-induced wave model. In this way it will be possible to assess

local and basin-wide sediment erosion, transportation and depositional processes.
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3 Estimating suspended particulate

matter transport from acoustic

backscatter

Abstract

A computer program for the calculation of suspended particulate matter concentrations

and mass transport from continuous acoustic backscattering data is presented. The pro

gram was designed for the data format of the RDI Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler,

but it can easily be adapted to other formats or other instruments.

Most Doppler current profilers do not only supply velocity measurements but also data

on the intensity of the backscattered acoustic signal which is directly proportional to

the amount of suspended particles in the water column, other fluid parameters being

constant. High-frequency instruments used in shallow water are best suited for the

purpose of estimating particle concentrations.

Using an in-situ calibration procedure, it is possible to estimate the suspended partic

ulate matter eoneentrations in the water eolumn from the backseattering intensity. By

taking the sound absorption by the particles into aeount, an iterative proeess can be

applied to ealculate the coneentration for every depth inerement.

Combining the velocitiy information with the calculated suspended matter eoneentra

tion and positioning, it is possible to measure the suspended matter transport through

a ehannel eross-seetion at short intervals. Onee ealibrated, the method is very rapid

and can be applied in rivers, estuaries and artificial canals, being partieularly useful in

27
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circumstances where particulate matter concentrations are high, e.g. in monitoring the

dispersal of dredge plumes.

3.1 Introduction

Measurements of suspended particulate matter (SPM) concentration and transport are

usually time-consuming and hence incomplete. Common methods indude taking water

samples, using optical devices (backscattering, transmission) or acoustic backscattering

sensors (Osborne and others, 1994; Thorne and others, 1991). With the exception of

the acoustic backscatter sensors, most of the instruments measure small fluid volumes

only. In order to extrapolate over large volumes, e.g. channel cross-sections, many point

measurements must be made together with an estimation of the total SPM distribution.

Furthermore, to estimate suspended matter transport current speed and direction must

be measured at the same time.

Most acoustic Doppler current profilers not only supply velocity measurements, but

also data on the intensity of the backscattered signal which is a function of the concen

tration of sound scatterers in the water. Typical scatterers are inorganic mineral parti

des, planktonic organisms and gas bubbles.

With currently available high-frequency current profilers (e.g., the 1.2 MHz instrument

used in this study), cell depths of 25 cm in total water depths up to about 25 mare

achieved. The measuring distance starts about 1 m from the transducer face and reaches

down to about 0.5 m above the seabed, thus typically covering about 90% of the to

tal depth. Because high-frequency sound is rapidly attenuated by spreading and ab

sorption, such profilers are commonly used for shallow water applications (up to 25 m

depth).

To use the backscattering signal for SPM concentration estimates, the instrument has

to be carefully calibrated. In this study an in situ calibration was achieved by taking

large-volume water samples with a pump centrifuge while simultaneously measuring

the flow velocity and the intensity of the acoustic backscatter using a 1.2 MHz ADCP.

The water sampIes provided quantitative measurements of SPMC.

In this paper a C++ program is presented which converts backscattering measurements

to SPMC and calculates SPM transport over cross-sections by combining the concentra

tion data with the velocity data. In cells without acoustic data, e.g. near the transducer
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and dose to the bed, the velocities and concentrations are estimated by extrapolating

the measured profiles.

3.2 Theoretical background

3.2.1 ADCP

This description applies to bottom-looking devices deployed near the water surface.

Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) measure the speed of flowing water by

emitting acoustic pulses and evaluating the signals backscattered from partides moving

with the water. The most common scatterers are suspended inorganic mineral partidest
planktonic organisms and air bubbles. The frequency shift between the outgoing signal

and the received backscattered signal is measured and used for the calculation of the

flow velocity relative to the sensors.

The acoustic pulse of a 1.2 MHz instrument has a duration of 150-700 ps which cor

responds to a path length of 25-100 cm in water. Bach sound pulse travels from the

transducer into the water (to the bottom) while being backscattered by suspended par

tides. The backscattered signals are grouped and averaged over short distances (so

caHed ceHs)t 25 cm in the present case, the travel times corresponding to specific depths.

The received signal is amplifiedt digitized and processed by a digital signal processor.

The flow velocity is calculated directly from the Doppler shiftt while the intensity of

the return signal is also registered, the echo signal strength varying over a range of 80

100 dB. This signal is converted into a logarithmic value (Log amplifier) before being

digitized. Some devices do not provide intensity data and are therefore unsuitable for

this kind of measurement.

The insonified volume comprises a near-field regiont situated dose to the transceivert
and a far-field region. Since the spreading of the beam in the near-field is very complext
the ADCP discards this data. The registered backscattered signals hence comprise the

data from the far-field region only.
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3.2.2 Backscattering

The acoustic backscatter intensity from a uniform concentration of scatterers C at a dis

tance r from the transducer can be expressed (Osborne and others, 1994) in terms of the

measured linear output voltage V fram the device:

(3.1)

where B is a constant which includes the beam strength, input amplification and back

scattering characteristics of the suspended matter, aw is the sound absorption by the

water, and as is the attenuation of the sound by the suspended matter; as can be com

puted on the basis of known characteristics of the suspended material.

The absorption of the transmitted sound by the water aw is a function of the sound

frequency and the density and viscosity of the water. Density and viscosity, in turn,

are a function of water temperature and salinity. The data aquisition software uses an

approximation by Urick (1983), i.e. an attenuation of 0.440 dB/m for sea water at 5° C

(see also RD Instruments, 1989).

In the present case, the intensity signal from the ADCP goes thraugh a logarithmic am

plifier, giving:

210gV = 10gB - 210gr + logC(r) - 4aw r - 4 faT asC(r') dr' (3.2)

The backscatter intensity E(r) is expressed on a dB scale in this device. The data ac

quisition software corrects for sound absorption by the water and the radial spreading,

thus,

and

k2 = 10gB

(3.3)

(3.4)

Reformulating the equation by placing all the constants on the left hand side, it reads:

(3.5)
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Using an iterative method, starting from the dosest eell to the transdueers, the sus

pended sediment eoneentration for every eell is ealculated.

To use this formula, a ealibration must be made. Sinee laboratory ealibrations are very

elaborate/ besides having the inherent difficulty of simulating natural eonditions, an in

situ ealibration should be earried out.

3.2.3 Calibration

In the laboratory a ealibration is normally aehieved by ehanging eaeh of the parameters

one after the other while measuring the output of the deviees. In the ease of an in situ

ealibration, on the other hand, one must wait for ehanges to oeeur while measuring.

The study area where this method was tested is eharaeterised by semidiurnal tides, the

SPMC varying strongly over a tidal eyde. At least 6 hours are needed to eomplete a

ealibration over the full range of expeeted eonditions in the study area. In the present

ease, 12 hours of eontinuous measurements were made and large-volume water samples

were taken by means of a pump eentrifuge at intervals of 2 hours.

The ealibration was earried out in the main ehannel of the Otzumer Balje tidal basin

(East Frisian Wadden Sea) where the highest eurrents and eoneentrations were expeeted

to oeeur.

During the 12 hour interval the ADCP was kept running eontinuously, while 300 1 of

water were pumped into a eentrifuge in the eourse of 20 min every 2 hours. In this way

7 bulk samples were obtained over the 12 hours interval.

The suspended matter in the water samples was later separated into sand (>63J.Lm) and

mud «63J.Lm) and a ealibration for both fraetions was made using the average baekseat

tering signalover the pumping interval of 20 min in eaeh ease.

The eorrelation eoefficient for sand was found to remain over 90% throughout, whereas

for mud it went down to 78% when using an exponential transformation for the dB

signal. These values are of suffieiently good quality for ealibration purposes.

As input parameters to the program only the slope and interseet values of the regression

eurves are needed.
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3.3 Program

3.3.1 Data structures

The data from the ADCP can be stored in binary and ASCII files. In this case the pro

gram will only read the ASCII files and store the data in memory.

The basic data structure is the so-called "bin" which corresponds to a square cell rep

resenting a single point measurement. A vertical array of bins is called a "segment". It

comprises the complete profile from a point near the water surface to the seabed below.

A list of linked segments builds up a measurement transect.

All the data from an ASCII transect file is stored in memory before being processed.

If data with a different format must be used, then only the input methods must be

changed.

3.3.2 Program structure

The program has 3 main dasses:

The dass Segment, besides containing the data of a segment, indudes the procedures

for data processing and the calculation of SPM concentration.

The dass Transect implements the list of linked segments and indudes the methods

for manipulating the list. It also contains the functions required for an estimation of

missing cell data and for calculating the transport through the cross-section. The data

file is read into a transect when an object of this dass is created.

The dass Global stores all the general data such as calibration constants and limits.

A simplified code of the routine used to convert the backscattering signal into SPM

concentration is shown in Listing 1 (C++ dass names and the code for checking extreme

values is not shown).

3.3.3 Transport estimation

Water flux trough a cross-section is calculated by multiplying the velocity component

perpendicular to the cross-section (in this case parallel to the channel axis) by the cell
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area. SPM tranport is then calculated by multyplying this value by the concentration

measured in the cen (Jay and others, 1997).

The transport algorithm also fills those cells for which invalid or no data is available by

means of linear interpolation.

The calculated SPM concentration of every cen is multiplied by the flow velocity, thus

giving the transport of material trough the cell. This procedure is repeated for every cell

along the transect before the values of an the cells are added together.

In some cases the software provided with the device does not recognise the bottom.

However, in most cases the algorithm which detects the rate of change of the received

signal can also detect the bottom, thereby giving a more accurate representation of the

bed topography which then allows the transport to be calculated in these segments too.

After the calculations are completed, the results are printed or stored using different

formats. Currently, ASCII reports and the NetCDF binary format are supported. The

NetCDF output is particularly useful as it can be read by many visualisation programs.

3.3.4 Program development

The program was compiled under Linux using the GNU C++ compiler (g++) which is

standard in all Linux distributions and is available for many other platforms. The only

libraries used are the standard C/C++ libraries and the NetCDF library, the last one can

be de-activated before compiling.

The following C code is the routine to convert the signal of the ADCP into SPM concen

tration, the code having been simplified from the original program (dass names are not

shown).

/*************************************************************

* Function for calculating the SPMC in a Segment

* A Segment is composed of many Bins wich are the basic cells.

* Every Bin has a velocity value and an echo intensity value.

* The SPMC in every bin must be calculated and stored in

* the corresponding data member.

* pBins[] is an array of Bins.

************************************************************/
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void CalculateSPMC()

{

// Global variables

float abs_coef; // Absorption Coeficient of the SPM

float bin_size; // Depth cell length in meters

float a,b; // Regresion constants (y = a *exp (b*x) )

int NBins; // Number of Bins in a Segment

// Local Variables

float absorbed_sound = 0.0; // Attenuation by the particles.

float bin_echo; // Echo intensity of current Bin.

float bin_conc; // SPM Concentration.

// Process every bin in the Segment

for(int n=O; n<NBins; n++) {

bin_echo = pBins[n] .Echo; // Echo of a Bin

// Calculate the SPM Concentration of a Bin

bin_conc = exp(a + b * (bin_echo + absorbed_sound));

// Calculate the sound absorbed in this Bin and add

// it to the total absorbed sound

absorbed_sound += (bin_conc * abs coef * bin_size);

pBins[n] .Spmc = bin_conc;

}

}

3.4 Program application

The program has a command line interface which makes it easy to incorporate into

scripts for batch processing. All the options are given in the command line and thus no
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configuration files or other run time options are required.

The input parameters are the calibration constants (slope and intersect of an exponential

regression), the orientation of the cross-section (channel axis, in this case), and the data

file.

As a separate option, maximum current speed and concentration values can be given

in the command line. Values exceeding the defined maximum values are considered

as erroneous data. However, appropriate values for such cells can be interpolated with

data from the nearest cells.

To change the output, various options can be used: e.g., for a verbose output, for the

generation of a short report, or for a change in the output format. Besides the normal

ASCII output, the NetCDF binary format can be selected.

Usually the program will be initiated with some of the default values. If no parame

ters are given, a short instruction with appropriate default values will be printed. The

simplest way is to issue the command

gettransect -d 'Direction Intercept Slope' filename

The -d command is compulsory, and depending on the command interpreter (shell) it

may be necessary to quote the three values in such a way as to avoid them from being

treated as different parameters.

Direction is the channel direction in degrees (oo=North, 90o=East), whereas Inter-

cept and Slope are the logarithmic regression coefficients from the calibration.

To control the behaviour of the program, the following command-line options are avail

able:

-a AbsCoef: gives the absorption coefficient of the SPM in dBm2g- i . The default

value is O.

-m MaxSpeed: denotes that speeds greater than this value are marked as bad data. The

cells can then be interpolated from the nearest points. The default value is 1.5 ms-i.

-c MaxConc: denotes that SPM concentrations higher than this value are considered

bad data and are not included in the transport computations. The default value is

1000 mgl- i.
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-cdf: generates a NetCDF File with the following data: current speed in the direction

of the channel, current speed perpendicular to the channel, backscattering intensity and

SPM concentration of every cell. The file name is the same as the input file, but with

extension .nc. In the default mode, no NetCDF file will be generated.

-v: turns the verbose mode on.

-8: generates a short report with total values for the cross-section.

-i: activates velocity interpolation for cells with bad data.

3.5 Concluding remarks

The calibration of the backscattering signal will normally give very good results for

the study area on which it is based. Since the quality of the calibration is dependant

on the SPM characteristics of a site, detailed information on the composition (grain

size distribution, organic matter content, etc.) and variations over time of the SPM is

required in order to achieve good results.

The absorption coefficient of the suspended matter must be calculated or estimated with

great precision if SPM concentrations are high because in this case the sound absorption

by the sediment plays the dominating role in the calculations, small variations in the

coefficient producing large variations in the estimated concentration. This is an intrinsic

problem of all acoustic backscattering sensors (Thorne and others, 1991).

The program developed in this study was initially written for the RDI Acoustic Doppler

Current Profiler, but the program structure was kept sufficiently clear to allow adapta

tion to other formats. Any data that can be expressed in form of a two-dimensional

matrix array of cells with position information (the cells containing at least velocity and

backscattering values) can easily be read. Only the input methods must be modified.

The logarithmic amplifier used in the ADCP is automatically corrected for temperature

variations by the supplied software (RD Instruments, 1993). Thus, if the temperature

of the amplifier changes, a new constant must be provided. This is important in places

with short term temperature variations, e.g. estuaries.

The development platform was a PC running on Linux, although the data acquisition

program runs under MS-DOS. This decision was made because of the many develop

ment tools available under Linux and also because the other software runs very well
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under the DOS emulator DOSEMU (Welsh and Kaufmannt 1996). In this solution the

entire data processing procedure can run on a single platform.
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4 Quantifying concentration and flux

of suspended particulate matter

through a tidal inlet of the East

Frisian Wadden Sea by acoustic

doppler current profiling

Abstract

The seasonal transport of suspended partieulate matter through a tidal inlet of the East

Frisian Wadden Sea was reeorded over eomplete tidal eydes using a 1.2 MHz aeoustie

doppler eurrent profiler (ADCP). Suspended sediment eoneentrations and fluxes were

estimated on the basis of the aeoustie baekseatter and the time-integrated eurrent ve

locity along a eross-sectional transect of the main ehannel near the inlet. An optieal

transmissometer and a eentrifuge pump were deployed to eollect data and material for

eompositional analysis and ealibration of the ADCP.

Analyses of the pump sampies revealed that substantial quantities of both fine sand and

mud were transported in suspension during peak flow. Under fair weather eonditions

(wind speeds <4 Bft), maximum eoneentrations of suspended partieulate matter (SPMC)

were relatively low (60 mg 1-1), with no signifieant net import or export being evident.

Under more windy eonditions (6 Bftt the total SPMC more than doubled (>130 mgl-1
),

the eoneentration of suspended sand inereasing by two orders of magnitude. In this

ease a mean net import of up to 2950 tonnes was reeorded over individual tidal eydes,

39
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of which up to 1640 tonnes were contributed by the sand fraction, and up to 1310 tonnes

by the mud fraction.

These results show that calibrated ADCPs can be used to quantify SPM eoncentrations

and net fluxes of particulate matter in tidal channels. It was demonstrated that net trans

port was strongly dependent on loeal weather conditions, being evenly balanced during

fair weather but showing a net sand-dominated import during more windy conditions.

With increasing wind the proportion of suspended sand increased more rapidly than

that of mud. It is tentatively suggested that the postulated long-term net export of fine

grained material from the Wadden Sea is linked to episodic storm action. Calibration of

ADCPs for different size fractions is recommended. Furthermore, the resolution of the

analog-to-digital conversion of the backscattering signal intensity should be upgraded

to achieve more precise assessments of SPMC.

4.1 Introduction

The East Frisian barrier island system is a mesotidal depositional environment that has

been accreting while migrating landwards in response to the loeal sea-level rise for sev

eral thousand years (e.g., Streif, 1989; Flemming and Davis, 1994). In general, island

migration is controlled by the sediment deficit created in a back-barrier tidal basin by

sea-level rise in conjunetion with the loeal sediment budget. To maintain the dynamic

equilibrium between tidal prism, eatchment area and basin elevation in the course of

sea-level rise, sediment has to be imported into the basin. The sources for such sedi

ment may be remote (e.g., updrift river discharge, coastal and shallow marine erosion),

local (e.g., beaeh and upper shorefaee erosion in front of a barrier island), or a eombi

nation of both. As a consequenee, the rate of barrier island migration is direetly related

to the relative contributions of local and remote sediment sources, i.e. the higher the

contribution from remote sources, the lower the local sediment turnover and hence, the

slower the migration rate of the island.

In the ease of the East Frisian barrier island system there is little or no bedload input

from remote sources (Flemming and Davis, 1994; Flemming and Bartholomä, 1997).

The sand deficit ereated by sea-level rise must therefore be compensated by beach and

shorefaee erosion with subsequent transfer into the baek-barrier basin. Fine-grained

sediments (grain sizes <0.063 mm), on the other hand, are supplied from both loeal
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(shoreface) and remote (open North Sea) sources. Suitable mechanisms for the land

ward transfer of suspended matter in the Wadden Sea are the settling lag/scour lag

mechanism (van Straaten and Kuenen, 1957; Postma, 1961) and tidal asymmetry with

shoreward-directed residual flow on tidal flats (Groen, 1967). However, Flemming and

Nyandwi (1994) and Flemming and Bartholomä (1997) have recently demonstrated that

land redamation over past centuries has strongly reduced the accommodation space for

fine-grained sediments along the mainland shore, arguing that the Wadden Sea can no

longer be regarded as a net sink for such material. Instead, they postulate that, with

some local exceptions, muds imported in the short term must be eliminated in the long

term as long as sea level continues to rise (at present the mean sea-Ievel rises at 18

cm/century, the mean high-tide level at 25 cm/century in the wider study area).

This hypothesis is supported by the widespread absence of mud flats and natural salt

marshes along the diked shoreline of the Wadden Sea (Dijkema, 1989; Flemming and

Nyandwi, 1994; Flemming and Bartholomä, 1997). Furthermore, recent investigations

have revealed a marked seasonal variation in mud contents of local back-barrier sed

iments, gains in the course of the calmer summer months being counterbalanced by

substantiallosses over the more energetic winter months (Krägel and Flemming, 1997;

Krägel and others, 2000; Bartholomae and others, 2000). Such apparent fluxes, however,

have not been quantified on a basin-wide scale, and the fate of the resuspended material

thus remains obscure.

This brief introduction highlights the need for the establishment of quantitative im

port/export budgets on the scale of tidal catchments and subcatchments in order to ac

curately predict and realistically model the response of the Wadden Sea barrier-island

system to a rising sea level. This means that suspended sediment transport into and out

of such systems has to be quantified along representative channel or inlet cross sections,

and over sufficiently long time-intervals to achieve an integration of the different fluxes

associated with periodic tidal rhythms (e.g., individual tidal cydes, spring-neap cydes),

frequent aperiodic events (e.g., onshore and offshore winds), and rare episodic events

(e.g., severe storms). Although the existence of small dunes in the channels indicates

that bedload transport also contributes to the overall sediment budget in the study area

(e.g., Davis and Flemming, 1991; Flemming and others, 1992), this aspect was not in

vestigated in the present study because tidal flat accretion in the Wadden Sea is mainly

associated with deposition from suspension transport (e.g., Postma, 1961; Groen, 1967).

In the past, studies of sediment fluxes were hampered by severe instrumental and other
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technicallimitations. Thus, quantitative point measurements had to be first interpolated

vertically before being extrapolated horizontally, this awkward and semi-quantitative

method producing gross estimates at best (e.g., Jay and others, 1997; Bartholdy and

Anthony, 1998; Suk and others, 1998). This has changed fundamentally with the re

cent advent of high-frequency acoustic doppler profilers (ADCPs) coupled with routine

high-resolution navigation systems (differential GPS). ADCPs not only provide contin

uous vertical current profiles along a survey track but, in addition, the intensities of

the backscattered signals are directly proportional to the concentration of scatterers (i.e.

suspended matter) in the water column, the main problem to date having been a suffi

ciently accurate calibration of the instrument to allow conversion of the intensity of the

backscattered signal into suspended material mass. The use of the backscattering signal

of ADCPs for measuring SPMC is relatively new (e.g. HaIes, 1995; Austen and others,

1998; Holdaway and others, 1999). In this paper the results of such a calibration and

conversion experiment are presented and discussed.

4.2 Study Area

The study site was located in the main channel to the south of the western head of

Spiekeroog island (Fig. 4.1). This channel drains the larger of the two major sub-catch

ments (i.e. the eastern one) of the Otzum tidal basin situated between the islands of

Langeoog and Spiekeroog. Although water exchange with neighbouring basins can

be substantial at times of strong westerly or easterly winds, the catchment divides are

of similar length and it can thus be assumed that the inflow across one watershed is

counterbalanced by an equal outflow across the other. As a consequence, the Otzum

basin can be regarded as a semi-closed system with only one inlet.

The survey transect was 700 m long and oriented perpendicular to the channel axis

between the intertidal Janssand and the western head of Spiekeroog island (Fig. 4.1).

The channel cross-section is asymmetrical at this location, reaching a maximum depth

of about 15 m on the island side at high tide (Fig. 4.2). The tidal range reaches 3 m at

spring tide, maximum current velocities attaining 1.5 ms-1 in the centre of the main

channel. An anchor station was located in the deepest part of the main channel, just

east of the transect.
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Figure 4.1: Location of the study area and the measuring site in the Otzum inlet.

4.3 Materials and Methods

Common approaches for measuring SPMC involve the use of optical backscatter de

vices, optical transmissometers, acoustic backscatter sensors and water sampIers (e.g.,

Banes and others, 1988; Osborne and others, 1994; Austen and others, 1998; Bunt and

others, 1999). All optical and acoustic methods require careful calibration by measur

ing suspended matter concentrations in water sampIes from the respective survey sites.

Water sampling, however, has many drawbacks in this respect, one of the biggest prob

lems being the marked spatial and temporal variability of the SPMC in turbulent flows.

Time-series measurements (e.g., Krögel, 1997) and direct observations confirm that sus

pended matter is often transported in clouds, strong fluctuations in concentration often

occurring within seconds and over distances as small as a few centimetres. The con-
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Figure 4.2: Composite picture of the cross-sectional shape of the channel at the measur
ing site as recorded by the 1.2 MHz ADCP. The current pattern corresponds
to the flow near low tide shortly after the turn of the tide, showing the flow
separation between the flood current in the shallow channel seetion to the
south (left), and the ebb current in the deep part of the channel to the north
(right).

founding effect of this variability has to be minimized if an acceptable level of accuracy

is to be achieved for calibration. The small-volume instantaneous water-sampling pro

cedure commonly used for this purpose can dearly not meet this requirement and, as

a result, calibration curves for transmissometers and ADCPs often show considerable

scatter of data (e.g., Holdaway and others, 1999).

In the present case the aim of the study was to develop a quantitative procedure of accu

rately and efficiently determining SPM concentrations and fluxes through a tidal chan

nel cross-section. To achieve this a 1.2 MHz acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP)

was used. The instrument integrates the return signals of four instantaneous sound
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pulses emitted at 1 second intervals and oriented at 20° from the vertieal. Both eurrent

speed (cf. Fig. 4.2) and signal intensity (cf. Fig. 4.3) were recorded online at a sampling

interval of 4 seconds while moving along the survey transect. In each case the return

signals of 4 pings were averaged for each of the insonified eells spaeed vertieally at

25 em, and horizontally at about 20 m intervals. At the same time the position of the

survey boat was reeorded by differential GPS.

Sinee the intensity of the baekscattered signal is direetly proportional to the coneentra

tion of sound scatterers in each of the insonified cells, the signal can be eonverted into

eell-specifie SPMC onee suitably calibrated. This was achieved by deploying a multi

sensor probe at the anchor station for 20 minutes every 2 hours over eomplete tidal

eydes, measuring conductivity, temperature, pressure (depth) and turbidity (670 nm

wavelength, and over a 5 em path) at a water depth of 5 m in the deepest part of the

main ehannel (average depth 13 m). Simultaneously, a pump eentrifuge for bulk sam

pling of suspended matter was used, the intake nozzle being placed at the same depth

but a short distance downstream of the turbidity sensor. Suspended sediments were

eollected by onIine eentrifuging a pumped water volume of 300 litres, eorresponding to

a pumping time of 20 minutes every 2 hours. At the same time continuous ADCP pro

files were reeorded at the anehor station. In addition to the spot measurements at 5 m

water depth, vertical profiles were measured at hourly intervals with the multi-sensor

probe. The seston sampIes were deep frozen and stored at -25°C, being later separated

in the laboratory into their respeetive sand (>63 11m) and mud «63 11m) fractions.

As pointed out above, the backseattered signals have to be averaged over several min

utes at the very least in order to filter out the effect of high-frequeney variabiIity in

SPMC. Sinee large-volume water sampIes (300 litres) were taken over long time inter

vals (20 minutes) during which the ADCP and the turbidity meter were both recording,

the requirement of sampling and measuring at sufficiently large temporal and spatial

scales was more than met. The turbidity meter had previously been ealibrated in the

laboratory using unfractionated seston sampIes from the study area. This involved the

suecessive dilution of highly coneentrated SPM sampIes with dear sea water, resulting

in a highly eorrelated (r>0.99) ealibration eurve (Krägel, 1997).

Since the ealibration of ADCPs in the laboratory is rather elaborate, amongst others

requiring a deep water tank, the instrument was eaIibrated in the field in the present

study, the intensity of the baekseattering signal being compared with the suspended

matter eoncentrations obtained from the fraetionated seston sampIes and the ealibrated
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turbidity meter. Calibration factors were calculated for each of two grain-size groups

(i.e. sand and mud). As pointed out by Thorne and others (1991), a more complex

calibration is required for high SPM concentrations or bigger partides. This was not

considered necessary in the present study because the estimated sound absorption by

the particles was much lower than the sound spreading and absorption in the sea wa

ter. On the basis of these data an algorithm converting the intensity of backscattered

sound into SPMC (and components thereof) was developed (Chap. 3), thus achieving

an hitherto unparaIleled accuracy in the calibration of an ADCP for this purpose.

In addition to spot measurements at the anchor station, two cross-sectional transects

were run consecutively with the ADCP at houdy intervals over complete tidal cydes

(12.5 h), the two data sets being subsequently averaged in each case. Suspended matter

concentrations and fluxes were then calculated for every 25 cm ceIl in each vertical pro

file by means of the calibration algorithm. These data were integrated over the whole

cross-section and the time intervals between successive houdy surveys. In this way

mass fluxes of total suspended particulate matter as weIl as individual size fractions

through the channel were calculated for each tidal cyde.

Measurements were conducted at intervals of 1-3 months from April 1996 to December

1997. In the present study a selected data-set is presented which contrasts the fluxes

recorded in March and May 1997 under fair weather and mild stormy conditions, re

spectively. Seasonal variations in import-export budgets for the whole study period are

presented in chapter 5.

4.4 Results

The circulation patterns in the back-barrier basins of the wider study area are controIled

by the interaction of the semi-diurnal tides with wind-induced water level changes

which modulate the tidal prism. At the study site the ADCP surveys revealed a dis

tinct temporal pattern in the lateral circulation structure, the current flowing along the

deeper, northern side of the channel during the late ebb phase and along the shaIlower,

southern side of the channel during the initial flood phase, probably reflecting at least in

part the influence of the Coriolis force at low current velocities (cf. Fig. 4.2). In addition,

a marked flow separation is evident at the turn of the tide. At fuIl flow, however, the

current occupies the whole channel during both tides.
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Figure 4.3: Composite sound picture illustrating the intensity of the backscattered sig
nals shortly before peak flow along the survey transect, and showing more
intense backscattering (higher SPM concentrations) in the shallow southern
seetion (left), and elose to the bottom in the deeper northern seetion (right).

Suspended sediment analyses show that, in general, the sand concentration varied more

strongly than the mud concentration, both varying with current speed. This pattern is

not unexpected because the sand has higher settling velocities than the mud, the latter

never settling out completely at the measuring site, even at slack tide. Furthermore,

the suspended sand fraction showed a better correlation with the backscattering signal

(r>0.9) than did the suspended mud fraction (r>0.7) (Chap. 3), this being consistent with

the theory (e.g., Thorne and others, 1991).

The concentrations and fluxes under calm weather conditions (March 1997) are illus

trated in Figures 4.4A and 4.4B, respectively. Concentrations of the mud fraction reached

50 mg 1-1 during the peak ebb and 60 mg 1-1 during the peak flood current, the contri

bution of sand being negligible in both cases. During slack water the concentrations
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dropped to about 10 mg 1-1, indicating that a substantial portion of the fine-grained

suspended matter had large enough settling velocities to settle out. Total fluxes did not

exceed 300 kg S-l during either tide. This demonstrates that the mass transport induced

by tidal flow alone (i.e. without wave action) is relatively small. Nevertheless, the trans

port of suspended matter was higher in the flood phase (2988 tonnes) than in the ebb

phase (2003 tonnes). As a result, a net import of 985 tonnes was recorded in this case.

In Figs 4.5A and 4.5B the ca1m weather situation of March 1997 is contrasted with the

concentrations and fluxes observed under moderate wind conditions in May 1997. In

this case, a northerly wind of 6 Bft was associated with 1 m high waves along the open

coast. Wave-induced sediment resuspension in the nearshore zone explains the higher

concentration of sand in May. Surprisingly, the concentration of mud remained at the

same level as that recorded in the calm weather situation, indicating that waves 1 m in

height are unable to resuspend mud known to occur in deeper waters further offshore

(Figge, 1981). Furthermore, the concentrations of both fractions were higher during the

flood tide (positive velocities) than during the ebb tide (negative velocities). Whereas

the sand fraction settled out during both slack tides, the higher wave-generated turbu

lence kept up to 20 mg l-lof mud in suspension.

At 7557 tonnes, the mass transport was substantially higher during the flood phase

as compared to the 4607 tonnes transported during the ebb phase. The much higher

transport values in this case are evidently related to wave-induced resuspension along

the open coast. The observed transport asymmetry thus resulted in a net import of 1640

tonnes of sand and 1310 tonnes of mud. In comparison to the calm weather situation

of March 1997, the mass transport of SPM in the presence of 1 m waves along the open

coast was about three times as high, thus emphasising the importance of wave action

for the resuspension and transport of suspended matter in the region. Nevertheless, the

data also demonstrate that, even under more windy conditions, overall concentrations

of SPM in this part of the Wadden Sea remain low compared to values recorded in

other environments, for example, the Severn Estuary, U.K. (Kirby and Parker, 1983), the

Changjiang Estuary, China (Shi and others, 1999), and the Amazon shelf (Kineke and

Sternberg, 1992).
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Figure 4.4: Concentration and flux of SPM under calm weather conditions over a com

plete tidal cyde. A: Concentrations of suspended sand and mud as a function
of time. B: Flow volume and mass transport as a funetion of time. Negative
values: export (ebb tide); positive values: import (flood tide).

4.5 Discussion and conclusions

This study has demonstrated that, if adequately calibrated, the intensity of the back

scattered signals of ADCPs can be used effectively to infer suspended matter concen

trations and fluxes. The method is fast and effident, at the same time being sufficiently

accurate to be as good as or superior to much more elaborate procedures such as round

the-dock profiling and pumping at fixed anchor stations (e.g., Iones and others, 1989). It

was shown that the effidency and accuracy of the approach was dependent on the cali

bration procedure, the method described in this paper having proved the most effective

reported to date.
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Figure 4.5: Coneentration and flux of SPM over a complete tidal eyde under windy

weather eonditions (6 Bft wind speed and 1 m high waves along the open
eoast). A: Coneentrations of suspended sand and mud as a funetion of time.
B: Flow volume and mass transport as a funetion of time. Negative values:
export (ebb tide); positive values: import (flood tide).

Whereas stationary ADCPs will provide continuous data through the water eolumn at a

study site, mobile instruments will integrate over entire survey transects, for example,

ehannel eross-seetions. In addition, veloeity measurements acquired simultaneously

over the same spatial and temporal scales allow the ealculation of SPM fluxes, and henee

provide good estimates of sediment budgets. In this respect, ADCPs are superior to any

other instrumentation currently available.

It was further demonstrated that separate ealibrations for individual size fraetions in

erease the overall accuraey of the SPM estimates, the results eomplying with theoretieal

expectations and suggesting that there is room for further improvement. In particu-
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lar, it would be of interest to investigate a larger number of size fractions, for exam

pIe, by distinguishing between the flocculated and/or aggregated mud and the non

flocculated silt fractions as weIl as between fractions of different petrographic and geo

chemical compositions. The good results achieved in this study should also encourage

ADCP manufacturers to upgrade the resolution of the analog-to-digital conversion of

the backscattered signal intensity. At the moment, this signal is still being regarded as a

methodological by-product rather than a feature of high scientific value in its own right.

The application of an accurately calibrated high-resolution 1.2 MHz ADCP to study

SPM concentrations and fluxes into and out of a mesotidal back-barrier basin has shown

that the method is suitable for obtaining quantitative time-integrated estimates of ma

terial fluxes (excluding bedload transport) under different weather conditions. Wave

induced nearshore resuspension processes at wind speeds around 6 Bft. resulted in a

substantial material import over a single tide, with an unexpectedly high proportion

of suspended sand. This reflects the relatively low concentrations of SPM in southern

North Sea waters (e.g., Eisma, D. 1993), and implies that 1 m waves are ineffective in

resuspending offshore muds. It also emphasises the necessity of calibrating the ADCP

backscattering signals for different size fractions, including sands.

Significantly, no net export was observed under the weather conditions covered in this

study which ranged from calm weather to wind speeds up to about 6 Bft. A fragmen

tary data set collected under storm conditions (>9 Bft) indicated high SPM concentra

tions during the ebb phase. However, since the measurement programme had to be

terminated prematurely because of technical problems, it was not possible to calculate

net fluxes in this case. By implication, the evidence that a net long-term export of fine

grained material in the course of continued sea-Ievel rise is linked to strong wind events

and/or episodic storm action has remained inconclusive and awaits verification in fu

ture studies.

A critical test of the net export hypothesis would obviously be a mass balancing of

SPM fluxes recorded under weather conditions rougher than the range covered in this

study (wind speeds >7 Bft). In particular, it would be necessary to develop ADCP-based

survey techniques capable of handling severe storms. Other studies have shown that

under such conditions flood currents can be reduced to almost zero by the backflow of

dammed-up water masses. As a result there is no import of suspended material during

the flood phase, although strang wave action in the back-barrier basin will keep remo

bilized muds in suspension. This material is then flushed out during the subsequent
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ebb surge which has been shown to reach velocities up to 65% higher than those of ebb

currents under more benign conditions (Koch and Niemeyer/ 1978). As recently shown

by Bartholdy and Anthony (1998)/ such episodic flushing events are evidently capable

of exporting most of the material accumulated in calmer interim periods/ much like the

dramatically elevated sediment discharges associated with severe river floods.
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inlet (Southern North Seal

Abstract

Fluxes of suspended sand and mud through a tidal inlet of the Bast Frisian Wadden Sea

were calculated using a combination of acoustic and optical methods with analyses of

water samples and numerical modelling. The grain size composition of the suspended

matter was determined in the fine fraction of selected samples. Residual transport of

sand and mud was calculated for fair weather and mild stormy conditions (up to 6 Bft).

Under normal fair weather conditions, a very low export of sand was registered. This

was compensated by larger imports recorded in the course of only two days with strong

wind. Balancing export and import suggests a gradual net sand import into the tidal

basin. Although the mud fraction showed a different day-to-day behaviour, the mass

balance was nevertheless characterised by a similar, on average very low residual trans

port into the tidal basin.

Since a net long-term export of mud has been postulated for the study area, the loss of

fine-grained material would have to occur during severe storms. A test of this export

hypothesis was not possible in the course of this study because of technicallimitations.

It is thus recommended that the procedure described in this study be adapted for oper

ation under severe storm conditions.

53
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5.1 Introduction

The East Frisian barrier island system is a mesotidal depositional environment that has

been accreting while migrating landwards in response to the local sea-Ievel rise for sev

eral thousand years (e.g. Streit 1989; Flemming and Davis, 1994). In general, island

migration is controlled by the sediment deficit created in a back-barrier tidal basin by

sea-Ievel rise in conjunction with the local sediment budget. To maintain the dynamic

equilibrium between the tidal prism, catchment area, and basin elevation in the course

of sea-Ievel rise, sediment has to be imported into the basin. The sources for such sedi

ment may be remote (e.g., updrift river discharge, coastal and shallow marine erosion),

local (e.g., beach and upper shoreface erosion in front of a barrier island), or a combi

nation of both. As a consequence, the rate of barrier island migration is directly related

to the relative contributions of local and remote sediment sources, i.e. the higher the

contribution from remote sources, the lower the local sediment turnover and hence, the

slower the migration rate of the island.

In the case of the East Frisian barrier island system there is little or no bedload input

from remote sources (Flemming and Davis, 1994). The sand deficit created by sea

level rise must therefore be compensated by beach and shoreface erosion with subse

quent transfer into the back-barrier basin. Fine-grained sediments (grain sizes <63 /Lm),

on the other hand, are supplied from both local (shoreface) and remote (open North

Sea) sources. Suitable mechanisms for the landward transfer of suspended matter in

the Wadden Sea are the settling lag/scour lag mechanism (van Straaten and Kuenen,

1957; Postrna, 1961) and tidal asymmetry with shoreward-directed residual flow on

tidal flats (Groen, 1967). However, Flemming and Nyandwi (1994) and Flemming and

Bartholomä (1997) have recently demonstrated that land reclamation over past centuries

has strongly reduced the accommodation space for fine-grained sediments along the

mainland shore, arguing that the Wadden Sea can no longer be regarded as a net sink for

such material. Instead, they postulate that, with some local exceptions, muds imported

in the short term must be eliminated in the long term as long as sea level continues to

rise (the present rise in mean sea level amounts to 18 cm per century, that of the mean

high-tide level to about 25 cm per century in the wider study area). This hypothesis

is supported by the widespread absence of mud flats and natural salt marshes along

the diked shoreline of the Wadden Sea (Dijkema, 1989; Flemming and Nyandwi, 1994;

Flemming and Bartholomä, 1997). Furthermore, recent investigations have revealed a
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marked seasonal variation in mud contents of local back-barrier sediments, gains in

the course of the calmer summer months being counterbalanced by substantiallosses

over the more energetic winter months (Krögel and Flemming, 1997; Krögel and oth

ers, 2000; Bartholomae and others, 2000). Such apparent fluxes, however, have not been

quantified on a basin-wide scale, and the fate of the resuspended material thus remains

obscure.

This brief introduction highlights the need for the establishment of quantitative im

port/export budgets on the scale of tidal catchments and subcatchments in order to ac

curately predict and realistically model the response of the Wadden Sea barrier-island

system to a rising sea level. This means that suspended sediment transport into and out

of such systems has to be quantified along representative channel or inlet cross-sections,

and over sufficiently long time-intervals to achieve an integration of the different fluxes

associated with periodic tidal rhythms (e.g., individual tidal cycles, spring-neap cycles),

frequent aperiodic events (e.g., onshore and offshore winds), and rare episodic events

(e.g., severe storms). Although the existence of small dunes in the channels indicates

that bedload transport also contributes to the overall sediment budget in the study area

(e.g. Davis and Flemming, 1991; Flemming and others, 1992), this aspect was not in

vestigated in the present study because tidal flat accretion in the Wadden Sea is mainly

associated with deposition from suspension transport (e.g. Postma, 1961; Groen, 1967).

This study focuses on the fluxes of sand and mud over short time scales (i.e. individual

tidal cycles) in the course of seasonal changes in weather patterns, and potential rela

tionships of such fluxes with the sediments on the tidal flats. In addition, estimates of

the net residual transport of material into and out of the Spiekeroog catchment basin

under a range of weather conditions are attempted.

5.2 Study area

The island of Spiekeroog is located along the East Frisian barrier island coast (southern

North Sea). The water exchange between the North Sea and the intertidal flats behind

the islands occurs mainly trough the Otzumer Balje inlet, the tidal basin having an area

of about 74 km2 and the mean tidal prism amounting to about 114 x 106 m 3 (Fig.5.1).

Current speeds measured in the main channel reach 1.5 m S-l at spring tide, the max

imum tidal range reaching 3.2 m. The tidal prism (water exchange volume) varies be-
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Figure 5.1: Location of the study area and the measuring site in the Otzum inlet south
of Spiekeroog Island.

tween 70 and 155 x 106 m 3 under normal weather conditions.

The tidal flats behind the island are composed of sand flats and mixed flats comprising

muddy sands (definition after Flemming (2000)). Mud contents rarely attain 50% by

weight (Delafontaine and others! 1996).

5.3 Methods

Suspended particulate matter sampies were collected during each field survey in the

tidal channel behind the island of Spiekeroog. Simultaneously! acoustic Doppler current

profiler (ADCP) transects and verticallight-attenuation profiles were recorded.
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Between March 1996 and December 19971 a total of 15 sampling campaigns were carried

out. Because of technical limitations it was not possible to collect data during severe

storms.

During each sampling campaign, a set of seven water samples were collected in the

course of a full 12.5 h tidal cyde by pumping 300 1 of water into a centrifuge for at least

20 minutes. Sampling intervals were 2 hours. The pumping time of 20 minutes was

chosen to avoid spurious results due to high-frequency variations in SPM concentra

tions. The intake nozzle was kept at a depth of 5 m in the deepest part of the channel

(north side). The sample material was stored at -25°C until processed. No samples were

taken dose to the bottom because the turbulence generated around the nozzle would

have caused resuspension which would have contaminated the suspended matter.

The turbidity sensor used was an ME Elektronik red light (660 nm) transmissometer

with a light path of 5 cm, mounted on a CTD. The sensor was calibrated in the laboratory

with SPM from the sampling area at different concentrations extending over the whole

range found in the study areal giving a correlation coefficient of >0.95.

Vertical concentration profiles were measured with the turbidity sensor at hourly inter

vals, the data being directly stored on a computer (induding salinity and temperature).

Between the profile measurements, the sensor was kept at the same depth as the intake

nozzle of the pump. The ADCP transects in the Otzumer Balje inlet were run at the same

time with the aim of recording the incoming and outgoing flow. The calibrated acous

tic backscatter signal was used to estimate sand and mud concentrations and fluxes as

described in Chap. 3. Both devices (ADCP and CTD) are unable to measure in the last

meter above the channel bed. As a result, bedload transport can not be assessed and is

hence not considered in this study.

To measure the flow in and out of the catchment basin, the ADCr was mounted on

a small boat. The instrument operates at a frequency of 1.2 MHz and has a vertical

resolution of 25 cm. Since a vertical profile is measured at 4 second intervals and a

complete transect (700 m) took about 5 minutes to complete, a profile was obtained

approximately every 10 m along the transect. After running a transect, a grid listing the

velocity in every cell is generated, and by integrating over the whole transect, the flow

rate and flow volume through the channel cross-section is calculated for each run.

Waves and strong winds may impair the deployment of the ADCr from the small boat

and in these cases the ADCr was deployed directly from the anchored research ves-
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sel, the cross-sectional flow being estimated using a numerical model developed for

the Otzum tidal basin (chapter 2). The ADCP was in these cases used to validate the

modelled velocities.

In the laboratory, the sampIes were separated mechanically by wet sieving using a

63 j),m sieve, the two fractions being dried at 70°C and then weighed.

The optical turbidity sensor was recalibrated to asses the precision of the measurements

over the two different size classes obtained by sieving. Light absorption measurements

were made with sand, with mud and with a mixture of both at different concentrations.

All the calibrations gave significant correlation coefficients (>0.95)/ but the absorption

coefficient of the sand was about 50 times lower than that of the mud. A similar trend

was observed in mixed sediments. This phenomenon has previously been described by

other authors (Bunt and others, 1999). Since the sand concentrations are almost com

pletely masked by the mud, the turbidity measurements are eonsidered accurate only

for the mud fraction.

Four sets of sampIes (2 at spring tide, 2 at neap tide) were selected for grain size anal

ysis by Sedigraph after oxidation of organic matter with H 20 2 for 24 hours. This in

strument measures grain sizes from >64 j),m down to <2 j),m. The mud fraction was

further divided into coarse mud (>10 j),m, eontaining the coarser silt fraetions) and fine

mud «10 j),m, eontaining the finer silts and clays), the behaviour of each fractions being

analysed.

By combining the velocity measurements or numerical model estimations with the SPM

concentration data, the net transport of mud and sand in the course of individual tidal

cycles was estimated. The residual transport was in each case calculated by integrating

the transport over a complete tidal eyde (12.5 hr).

5.4 Results

On average, the mud concentrations were found to be vertically homogeneous, chang

ing with time as the eurrent increased or decreased, a feature which is consistent with

the highly turbulent character of the flow in the ehannel. Due to this homogeneity, a

single measuring point in the water column is sufficient to obtain representative con

centration data. However, the measurements have to be averaged over a sufficiently

long time to filter out the effects of high-frequency variations in concentration.
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Figure 5.2: Crass-sectional transect showing the suspended sand concentration calcu
lated fram acoustic backscatter intensities. Higher sand concentrations are
observed dose to the bottom in the centre and in the shallow channel sec
tion.

The sand fraction transported in suspension always had grain sizes smaller than 120 pm.

Up to this grain size the local sand is evidently transported entirely in suspension (Open

University, 1989), coarser sand being transported as bedload or intermittent suspension

dose to the bed.

In the case of the sand fraction, the acoustic profiles reveal a vertical concentration gra

dient, especially at high current speeds (Fig. 5.2). However, it was not possible to decide

on the basis of the measurements alone whether this was due to some coarser sand being

transported in near-bed suspension or whether the concentration of fine sand increased

towards the bed. In addition, the concentrations dose to the bed were higher than the

maximum concentration used for calibration, suggesting that some degree of errar in

the estimates must be taken into consideration.

The analyses invariably showed that, by and large, sand concentrations varied more
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strongly than mud concentrations, both varying with current speed. No significant cor

relation was found between sand or mud concentration and temperature or salinity.

The highest velocities were registered at mid-water and these were almost always as

sociated with the highest SPM concentrations. Maximum sand concentrations always

coincided with highest current speeds, reaching 79 mg 1-1 in one extreme case. The

highest mud concentration was 170 mg 1- 1 . At slack-water there was considerably less

sand in suspension, usually <5% of the maximum concentration. Mud also reached a

minimum at slack tide, on average dropping to about 30% of the maximum concentra

tion. A typical situation for the mud fraction is shown in figure 5.3.

Large differences in concentration were found between different months. Thus, at neap

tide in April 1996 the highest concentration of suspended material was 3.9 mg 1-1 for

the mud and 3.3 mg 1-1 for the sand fraction. This represents a special case where the

concentrations are so low that they are dose to the resolution limit of the instruments.

In June 1997, by contrast, high sand concentrations were observed throughout the tidal

cyde (fig. 5.4), the concentrations being higher during the flood phase of the cyde, thus

resulting in a net import on this occasion. Mud concentrations were also higher on this

day (fig. 5.5) but, in contrast to the sand, a net export was observed in this case. Together

with the data for May 1997, these values were amongst the highest recorded over the

entire study period.

Grain-size distributions of the mud samples were found to change in the course of a

tidal cyde, the coarse mud fraction changing more than the fine fraction. In this respect

the coarse mud behaved similar to the sand (Fig. 5.6). It also appears significant that the

concentration of the coarse silt fraction (>10 /-Lm) varied by a factor of up to 6.7, whereas

that of the finer fraction «10 /-Lm) varied by a factor of only 3.5.

The calculated fluxes of mud and sand are shown in Table 5.1. The mean residual trans

port of mud and sand in the course of a single tidal cyde is surprisingly low considering

the total mass moved over the 12.5 hours. Thus, up to 7200 tons of mud and 4300 tons

of sand were moved in and out of the cha1U1el over one tidal cyde. In the case of sand,

most of the coarse material was imported over two separate tidal cydes in May and

June 1997, on both occasions associated with strong N-NW winds. During most of the

other measuring periods a net export of sand was registered.

An attempt to collect comparative data under storm conditions (wind speeds> 9 Bft)

was terminated due to technical failure of the survey equipment. Because of the incom-
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Figure 5.3: Variation of suspended mud concentrations over a tidal cyde in March 1997.

Slack water was at 7:00, 13:20 and 19:30 in this case.
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Figure 5.4: Temporal variability in suspended sand concentrations at the sampling sta
tion in June 1997. Note the higher concentration and hence net import of
sand during the flood phase.
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June 1997.
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Figure 5.6: Grain-size distribution of the mud fraction in August 1997/ showing the dif
ferences between slack water and peak flow conditions. Note that the vari
ability in concentration of the coarser mud fraction is considerably higher
than that of the finer mud fraction.
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Date Sand Mud Sand Mud Sand Mud
Residual Residual Import Import Export Export

Apr-96 -71 41 145 262 -216 -221
May-96 -855 -590 1514 3190 -2369 -3779
Jul-96 -198 181 841 1659 -1040 -1477
Aug-96 -408 -393 97 533 -506 -926
Sep-96 517 1042 2077 3963 -1560 -2920
Nov-96 -561 15 643 7205 -1204 -7190
Mar-97 17 967 52 2936 -35 -1968
Apr-97 -5 -536 381 1183 -386 -1719
May-97 1640 1310 3639 3918 -1999 -2608
Jun-97 1176 -410 2079 4066 -902 -4476
Jul-97 -81 -758 51 938 -132 -1696
Aug-97 -556 479 3818 3148 -4374 -2669
Sep-97 -493 -291 656 2237 -1149 -2528
Nov-97 -143 -704 35 1935 -178 -2639
Dec-97 28 -618 107 3011 -79 -3629
Average 0.47 -17.67

65

Table 5.1: Suspended particulate matter transport during the different sampling campaigns
in metric tonnes. Negative fluxes indicate export, positive ones import. Note that
transport units are tonnes of material mobilised over a 12.5 hr period.
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plete nature of this data set, no condusive picture can be drawn.

5.5 Discussion

The higher variability in the concentration of coarser silt over a tidal cyde suggests that

this size fraction is deposited and resuspended more easily than the finer silt and day

fraction which behaves more like the very fine sand. An explanation of this apparent

contradiction may be the fact that the fine material is transported in larger aggregates

and flocs which have hydraulic properties more similar to the fine sand, whereas the

coarser silts are transported as single particles which make them hydraulically "finer"

than the aggregates. Indeed, this mechanism has also been proposed by Flemming

(2000).

Quite evidently, the very fine sands (63-120 ,um) in the study area are mainly transported

in suspension, especially when current velocities are high. This facilitates their trans

port onto the tidal flats where they are deposited together with the mud aggregates to

produce the muddy sand flats of the region which are characterised by mud contents

<50%. The sand in these mixed flats invariably has grain sizes smaller than 120 ,um

(Dong, pers. comm.) which supports the condusion that this sand fraction is deposited

from suspension.

Although it was not possible to ascertain whether the suspended material dose to the

channel bed was composed of fine or coarse sand, a measurement of the bed shear

stress combined with the type of sediment present in the bottom could provide more

information in this respect. However, since the currents near the bed are very much

slower than higher in the water column, the contribution of the bedload to the total

time-integrated sediment budget is expected to be rather small.

Large variations in suspended matter transport were observed on a month-to-month

basis, in some cases being associated with a net import of sediment, in others with a net

export. At this stage of the investigation no consistent pattern was observed, except that

under conditions of strong N-NW winds a net import of sand can be expected. How

ever, when averaging the entire data set over all measured tidal cydes, the net transport

is almost negligible. This would thus appear to be the normal situation for suspended

matter transport in this area under conditions of fair weather and wind velocities up

to about 6 Bft. In the case of the sand fraction, a slow export over extended periods of
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calm weather is compensated by strong import pulses associated with short-lived wind

events, thereby resulting in an almost evenly balanced long-term material flux. It must

be emphasised, however, that this picture strictly applies to the weather conditions ex

perienced in the course of this study only. Stronger gale force winds and more severe

storms could dramatically change the picture and it is thus recommended that future

studies should concentrate on such events.

The high variability in SPM concentrations during a tidal cyde can be explained by the

fact that, at slack tide, most of the material is deposited in a surficiallayer described as

'fluff' which is easily resuspended as the current picks up again. This is consistent with

observations made by Jago and Jones (1998) and Jones and others (1998). This explana

tion also resolves the apparent contradiction between the high variability in fine SPM

concentrations during the tidal cyde and the fact that the average residual transport of

fine SPM is very low. In the present case, offshore mud deposits were evidently not

eroded under the weather conditions experienced in the course of the study and hence

the material within the system was being constantly recyded.

5.6 Conclusions

The large amounts of mud transported into and out of the tidal basin show that the

East Frisian Wadden Sea is a very dynamic environment. Although the net average

transport is very low, a large amount of material is mobilised during every tidal cyde.

This is an important point to consider in the planning stages of engineering projects

such as dredging channels for shipping or constructing new dikes because this delicate

balance could easily be upset in the one or the other direction.

Although not statistically tested, there seems to be a trend to export sand in small

amounts during calm weather conditions and to import the same material with strong

northerly to north-westerly winds. Longer term measurements are needed to test the

consistency of this trend.

A fragmentary data set collected under storm conditions (>9 Bft) indicated high SPM

concentrations during the ebb phase, suggesting a high export of material. However,

since the measurement programme had to be terminated prematurely because of tech

nical problems, it was not possible to calculate net fluxes in this case. The observed low
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net export during ca1m weather coupled with strang export during heavy storm condi

tions would certainly support the hypothesis of a net long-term export of fine-grained

material in the course of continued sea-level rise.

The critical test of the net export hypothesis is obviously a quantitative mass balance

of SPM fluxes recorded under weather conditions rougher than the range covered in

this study (wind speeds >7 Bft). In particular, it would be necessary to develop ADCP

based survey techniques capable of handling severe storms. Other studies have shown

that under such conditions flood currents can be reduced to almost zero by the return

flow of dammed-up water masses. As a result, there would obviously be no import of

suspended material during the flood phase, although strang wave action in the back

barrier basin will keep remobilised mud in suspension. This material is then flushed out

during the subsequent ebb surge which has been shown to reach velocities which are up

to 65% higher than those of normal ebb currents (Koch and Niemeyer, 1978). As recently

shown by Bartholdy and Anthony (1998), such episodic flushing events are evidently

capable of exporting most of the material accumulated in calmer interim periods, much

like the dramatically elevated sediment discharges associated with severe river floods.

Measurements under severe weather conditions could be achieved by the installation of

moored upward-looking ADCPs calibrated in similar manner as described in this study.

A combination of numerical models with acoustic and optical measurements provides

a fast method capable of making good estimates over large areas. Although there is still

room for improvements in the hydrodynamic models, it would be more important to

concentrate on coupling the tidal circulation model with erosion and deposition models

incorporating wind and wave forcing.



6 Particulate organic matter flow in a

tidal inlet (Southern North Seal

Abstract

Fluxes of fine particulate organic matter through a tidal inlet of the East Frisian Wad

den Sea were calculated from material collected in water sampIes, coupled with light

attenuation measurements, acoustic Doppler current profiling, and numerical mod

elling. Almost no temporal variation in the organic matter content (mass organic mat

ter/unit mass suspended material) of the suspended material was detected. Neither

tidal nor seasonal differences were observed in this respect, except for a single diatom

bloom. However, the organic matter content of the suspended material was found to

differ from the contents observed in intertidal mud deposits. On the other hand, the

tidal variability of suspended mud concentrations (mass suspended material/unit vol

urne sea water) suggest that it gets deposited only temporarily in an uncompacted form

known as "fluff" which is easily resuspended during both the ebb and the flood phases

of the tidal flow.

6.1 Introduction

The Wadden Sea is a depositional environment in which the grain sizes typically de

crease from coarser-grained sediments without mud on the seaward side to finer-grained

and muddy sediments in the landward side (e.g., Flemming and Nyandwi, 1994; Flem

ming and Ziegler, 1995; Mai, 1999). This trend has been interpreted to reflect a shore

normal energy gradient which has been interrupted by land reclamation and dike con-

69
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struction (Flemming and Nyandwi/ 1994). As recently shown/ land reclamation has

actually removed about 58% of the intertidal flats which formerly existed in the study

area (Mai and Bartholomä/ 2000). Since most of these "missingll tidal flats were com

posed of muds/ and since organic matter is preferentially linked to the mud fraction/

it stands to reason that the standing stock of organic matter found in modern tidal flat

sediments comprises only a small fraction of its former mass (Delafontaine and others/

2000). Concurrently with land reclamation/ the energy level at the foot of the dike has

increased because of the diminished perimeters of the tidal basins. As a result/ the ac

commodation space for mud (and hence also for organic matter) in the Wadden Sea has

been greatly reduced. This has led to a situation where most of the suspended matter

imported into the back-barrier tidal basins of the region is exported again because suit

ably sheltered mud depots are no longer available. It is not clear/ however/ how and

on what time scales this import/export mechanism operates/ and under which external

circumstances mud (and hence organic matter) is eliminated from the system.

The muds found in the back-barrier tidal basins have different organic matter contents

(Delafontaine and others/ 2000)/ sediments with high mud contents (>5% mud) having

lower organic contents than sediments with low mud contents «5% mud). In addi

tion/ the depositional areas of the two mud types are distinctly segregated from each

other. These features have hitherto not been adequately explained. One hypothesis

suggests that this phenomenon is controlled by a grain-size effect involving the coarser

silt fraction which acts as a dilutant (Delafontaine and others/ 2000). Thus/ the muds

with higher organic contents should be deficient in coarser silts/ whereas the muds with

lower organic contents should incorporate variable amounts of coarser silts. If this is

correct then the phenomenon could be explained by a simple hydraulic sorting mecha

msm.

In order to shed more light on this problem/ the content of fine particulate organic mat

ter in the suspended sediment load and its flux through the Otzmer Balje tidal inlet has

been investigated. In addition/ the grain-size composition of the suspended matter is

compared with that of intertidal mud deposits incorporating both mud types. Further

more/ estimates of the residual fluxes of organic material into and out of the Spiekeroog

tidal basin under a range of different weather conditions will contribute towards a bet

ter understanding of the longer term organic material balance.
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6.2 Study area

71

The area investigated in this study is located along the Bast Frisian barrier island coast

,of the southern North Sea. It comprises the tidal basin drained through the Otzmer Balje

inlet between the barrier islands of Langeoog and Spiekeroog (Fig.6.1). The mean tidal

range of 2.7 m dassifies the site as upper mesotidal. Depending on the astronomical

tidal phase and the local weather conditions/ the water exchange volume (tidal prism)

varies between 70 and 155 xl06 m3 . The large tidal prism is responsible for the high

current velocities observed in the tidal inlet which reach 1.5 m S-l at spring tide.

The back-barrier tidal flats are composed of sandy and muddy sediments which are

arranged in weIl defined/ landward-fining shore-parallel belts. Mud contents are nor

mally below 30%/ reaching 50% in a few isolated spots (Delafontaine and others/ 1996).

The content of organic matter reaches 4% in the mud fractions of sediments with mud

contents >5%/ whereas in sediments with mud contents <5% the organic content can

reach 9%. The two mud types are spatially weIl segregated.

6.3 Methods

Seven large-volume water sampIes were collected in the course of a complete M2 tidal

cyde (12.5 hrs) during each sampling campaign using a pump centrifuge. At the same

time, cross-sectional transects were surveyed with an acoustic Doppler current profiler

(ADCP)/ and verticallight-attenuation profiles were measured at hourly intervals at the

anchor station. In this way a total of 15 sampling campaigns were carried out between

March 1996 and December 1997.

The water samples/ collected for the extraction of suspended particulate matter to be

used for concentration analyses and calibration purposes/ were obtained by pumping

300 I of water through a centrifuge over 20 minute time intervals every 2 hours to cover

a full tidal cyde (12.5 hrs) in each case. The pumping time of 20 min was chosen to

average out the high momentary variability in SPM concentrations indicated by the

turbidity meter. The intake nozzle was kept at a depth of 5 m in the deepest part of the

channel (north side). The sampIes were deep-frozen and stored at -25°C until processed.

A CTD-probe fitted with a turbidity sensor measuring the attenuation of a red light

source (660 nm) over a 5 cm water path was used to estimate suspended matter con-
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Figure 6.1: Location of the study area showing the measuring station in the Otzumer
Balje south of the western head of Spiekeroog.
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centrations. The turbidity sensor was carefully calibrated in the laboratory with SPM

from the sampling area covering the concentration range found in the study area. The

calibration achieved a correlation coefficient of >0.95.

The probe was deployed every 2 hours over a complete tidal cyde. In each case, the

turbidity, salinity and temperature were registered and averaged over 25 cm depth in

tervals. Between profiling, the sensor was kept at the same depth as the intake nozzle

of the pump. Concurrently, transects were run every 2 hours across the Otzumer Balje

with a 1.2 MHz ADCP mounted to the hull of a small boat to measure the volume flow

and current velocity of the water entering and leaving the tidal basin during each tide.

The velocity profiler has a vertical resolution of 25 cm and generates a complete vertical

profile every 4 seconds. Since about 5 minutes are required to cover the distance (700 m)

of the cross-section, a vertical profile is recorded every 10 m along the transect. By

integrating the individual values of each vertical profile over the whole transect, the

volume flow through the cross-section can be calculated. Similarly, by interpolating

and integrating the individual runs, the total flow in the course of the tidal cyde can be

determined.

In cases where adverse weather conditions prevented the use of the small survey boat,

the ADCP was deployed directly from the research vessel, the total flow being estimated

using a tide-driven numerical model specifically developed for use in the study area

(Chapter 2). The ADCP data was in such cases also used to validate the model results.

After thawing, the suspended matter sampies were separated mechanica11y by wet siev

ing using a 63 p,m sieve. The two fractions were dried at 70°C and weighed. The organic

matter contents were determined for both sediment fractions by loss of ignition at 485°C

for 6 hours. To avoid spurious results, the sand fraction was only analysed when its

mass exceeded 0.5 g. In such cases the transport estimation was approximated using

the mean value of a11 the other sampies.

To facilitate the comparison of particulate organic matter (POM) measurements of this

study with previously published particulate organic carbon (POC) data from the same

area, a conversion factor of 1.7 was used (i.e. POM =POC x 1.7) (Pejrup, 1981). Three

sampies collected in July 1997 were found to have unusually high organic contents.

Microscopic analysis revealed that the high organic contents (up to 14.2%) were related

to large numbers of diatoms in these sampies.

By combining the velocity measurements (or model estimates) with the SPM concen-
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tration data and organie matter eontents, the net transport of partieulate organie matter

over every measured tidal eyde was determined. The residual transport was ealculated

by integrating the values over the complete tidal eyde (12.5 hr).

6.4 Results

The mud fraetions of the suspended material were found to have a mean POM eontent

of 10.3%. Fluetuations between samples were very smalt the lowest value being 8.7%

but in 90% of the eases the range being 9.3 -11.3%. There were no significant differenees

between seasons or during individual tidal eydes, the only exception being the 3 sam

pIes from July 1996 (see above) whieh related to a diatom bloom. The organie matter

eontent of the sand fraetion was always below 1%, the mean being 0.4%.

The vertieal turbidity profiles showed that average mud eoneentrations did not vary

with depth at any given eurrent speed, although instantaneous values fluetuate strongly.

This is eonsistent with the highly turbulent flow eonditions in the tidal ehannel. It is

thus possible to sample at any opportune depth to obtain an accurate mean value for

the whole water eolumn. Care must only be taken that the sampling period is long

enough to eliminated the effects of the instantaneous fluetuations.

The total SPM eoneentration showed large variations over individual tidal eydes and

also between different months. As a result, the variations in POM eoneentration are

eorrespondingly large, although they are always wen eorrelated (r>0.99 see Fig. 6.2). No

eorrelation was observed between SPM or POM contents with temperature or salinity.

The highest eoneentrations of suspended matter almost always coincided with the high

est eurrent speeds, reaehing 79 mg 1-1 in one ease for the sand and 170 mg 1-1 for the

mud. Coneentrations invariably deerease towards slack water, on average reaehing

about one third of the highest eoneentration in the ease of the mud, but very mueh

low values in the ease of the sand. Independent of the variations in eoneentration, the

organie matter eontent of both fraetions remained stable during the whole tidal eyde.

Large differenees in eoneentration were observed between different months. Thus, in

Apri11996 at neap tide, the highest eoneentration of suspended material was 3.9 mg 1-1

for the mud and 3.3 mg 1-1 for the sand fraction, whereas in deeember 1997 the eorre

sponding values were 170 mg/l for the mud and in november 1997, 79 mg/l for the

sand fraetion.
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Figure 6.2: Diagram illustrating the relationship between (A) fine suspended particu
late matter (mud) and organic matter, and (B) total suspended matter and
organic matter. Note the high correlation when using mud content instead
of the total suspended matter which also includes suspended sands.
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Date arg. Sand arg. Sand arg. Mud arg. Mud Sand Mud
Import Export Import Export Residual Residual

Apr-96 0.61 -1.49 24.00 -24.12 -0.88 -0.12
May-96 6.06 -9.48 325.38 -385.46 -3.42 -60.08
Jul-96 2.96 -4.58 180.47 -140.29 -1.62 40.19
Aug-96 0.37 -1.47 49.14 -94.78 -1.10 -45.64
Sep-96 8.31 -6.24 404.23 -297.84 2.07 106.39
Nov-96 2.57 -8.19 671.58 -778.53 -5.62 -106.95
Mar-97 0.23 -0.21 288.29 -195.47 0.01 92.82
Apr-97 2.66 -2.50 115.80 -158.80 0.15 -42.99
May-97 18.81 -6.59 393.64 -248.12 12.22 145.52
Jun-97 13.39 -5.33 433.95 -406.03 8.06 27.92
Jul-97 0.31 -0.79 90.81 -178.36 -0.48 -87.55
Aug-97 9.75 -13.14 305.61 -270.28 -3.39 35.34
Sep-97 3.30 -4.74 233.79 -239.66 -1.44 -5.87
Nov-97 0.15 -0.42 179.99 -263.57 -0.26 -83.58
Dee-97 0.34 -0.38 302.84 -373.57 -0.04 -70.73
Average 0.28 -3.69

Table 6.1: Suspended partieulate organie matter transport during the different sampling
eampaigns. Negative fluxes indieate export positive ones import. Transport
units are tonnes of material over a 12.5 hr period. Since no measurements are
available for the months of May 1996 and September 1996, mean values of
0.4% for sand and 10.3% for mud were used.

The highest organie matter eontents were registered in July 1997 whieh, as pointed out

above, was probably related to a phytoplankton bloom. A Sedigraph analysis of the

sampie revealed a distinet size peak at 16 J-lm (Fig. 6.3) whieh eorresponds to the average

size of the diatoms in the sampie.

The ealculated fluxes of organie matter in the mud fraetion and the sand fraetion are

listed in Table 6.1. The mean residual transport of organie matter in the suspended

muds and sands is very low when eompared to the total mass moved over a whole tidal

eyde. Up to 7200 tonnes of mud and 4300 tonnes of sand were moved in and out of the

ehannel in one single tidal eyde. In terms of organie matter, the largest mass amounted

to 700 tonnes, most of whieh was associated with the mud fraction. The eontribution of

the sand fraetion, by eontrast, was about two orders of magnitude lower.
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Figure 6.3: Particle size distribution in July 1997. Except for the peak at slack waterl

the concentrations are low. This peak is interpreted as indicating a diatoms
bloom.
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6.5 Discussion and conclusions

The high POM contents observed in July are explained with the coincidence of a phy

toplankton bloom. Although no reference to such a bloom was found in regional mon

itoring reports, the general conditions were very favourable for such an event at the

time. The microscopic observations and the Sedigraph size analysis both support this

interpretation.

The high correlation between suspended mud concentration and the amount of or

ganic matter registered in this study differs substantially from similar data presented

by Behrends and Liebezeit (1999) for the same general area. The disparity seems to be

related to the fact that the latter authors analysed bulk water sampies without separat

ing suspended sand and mud. Sand admixtures will inevitably dilute organic matter

contents. This effect is highlighted by plotting the data in a Cartesian plane. Figure 6.2

shows the same sampies, in one case using the total suspended solids concentration (i.e.

sand and mud), in the other only mud. Sampies having more sand, are clearly displaced

to the right of the regression line.

The generally high correlation between suspended mud and organic matter throughout

the year demonstrates that seasonal variations in plankton does not play an important

role in the SPM balance, possibly because the detritus concentrations are much higher

than the maximum abundance of plankton that can be sustained by the system, the

plankton being thus masked by the detrital particles.

In contrast to the suspended matter, intertidal mud deposits have much lower organic

contents, reaching 9% in the sandy areas «5% mud) and about 4% in the muddy areas

(>5% mud) (Delafontaine and others, 1996). One possible explanation for this is that the

flocs are mainly composed by small particles «10 {.Lm). Since large flocs are known to be

hydraulically equivalent to fine and very fine sands (up to equivalent settling diameters

of 180 {.Lm), they will settle out on sandy tidal flats where conditions are too energetic for

the deposition of coarse silt particles. As a result, the concentration of fine silt and clay

particles in the mud fractions of these areas causes a proportional enrichment in organic

matter. Conversely, the smaller the flocs get the more their hydraulic behaviour corre

sponds to that of the coarser silt particles and, as a consequence, the two components

are deposited together. In this case the admixture of coarse silt proportionally decreases

the organic content in the mud fraction (sediment fraction <63 {.Lm).
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The organic material transported in suspension shows large variations between differ

ent months. This feature is associated with the recorded changes in SPM concentration

which sometimes results in a net import and sometimes in a net export of organic mat

ter. When averaging the organic fluxes over the study period, a very low net flux of

organic material is observed.

The high variability in SPM concentrations in the course of a tidal cyde may be due

to the fact that at slack tide a large amount of this material is deposited in a surficial

layer described as "fluH" which is easily resuspended after the current picks up again.

This is consistent with observations made by Jago and Jones (1998) and Jones and others

(1998). As outlined above, there is no preferentiallong-term transport of SPM in any one

direction. This means that by and large, the SPM and the organic matter are constantly

being recycled. It should be born in mind, however, that this picture applies to the

enviranmental conditions experienced over the study period. No comparative data are

as yet available for the conditions prevailing during strang gale force winds and severe

storms. Such measurements could significantly change the overall net fluxes of both the

SPM and the organic matter.
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7 Summary and perspectives

The main objective of this study was to quantify the suspended matter balance in the

Otzumer Balje tidal basin in the rear of Spiekeroog Island (southern North Sea). Because

of the ecological and environmental importance of organic matter, its concentration in

the water column and its content in the fine-grained suspended sediment fraction was

determined and its relationship with intertidal muds investigated. Since the transport

of suspended material is directly related to the hydrodynamics, and because a general

circulation model for the tidal basin was lacking, a two-dimensional numerical tidal

flow model without wind forcing was developed.

To measure suspended particulate matter concentration and transport in the tidal water

column under constantly changing flow conditions, a rapid method based on the inten

sity of acoustic backscatter of a 1.2 MHz ADCP was developed. Although the method is

not as precise as direct water sampling, the latter method is so time-consuming that only

a few point measurements can be achieved, at the very best. As a result, it is difficult

to extrapolate such data across a whole channel cross-section. The ADCP, by contrast,

has the advantage of allowing the collection of quasi-synoptic data along channel tran

sect at very short time intervals, simultaneously providing quantitative information on

current structure, volume flow, and suspended matter concentration and transport. In

order to achieve an acceptable accuracy in the suspended matter measurements, the in

strument was carefully calibrated. In comparison with the water sampling methods, the

acoustic measurements of this study provided data on suspended matter concentration

at 25 cm depth increments through the water column, the vertical profiles being spaced

at 10 m along the 700 m long survey transect. Thus, a grid comprising more than 3000

measuring cells was available for data integration. A whole transect was measured in

about 5 minutes. Combining this methodology with spot sampling and optical turbid

ity measurements, an excellent accuracy was achieved in this case. This present study
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was the first attempt to quantify suspended matter transport in this part of the Wadden

Sea.

The application of a simple 2-D model helped to understand the water circulation in the

study site, the modelled currents agreeing well with the observed ones and conforming

also to other new studies in the same area which used other methods to estimate the

energy input to the system.

Using acoustic methods to estimate suspended particulate matter concentration, pro

vides a fast solution for large area measurements. In the case of smaller / cheaper ADCPs

which do not provide the intensity of the backscattered signal, a combination of ADCP

and anormal acoustic backscattering sensor can be used, modifying the program to ac

cept data from both sources. The programs developed in this project are all provided in

source code, so it is possible to adapt them to other requirements. These programs are

also an alternative to some commercial solutions to the same problem.

Although the observed net average transport of suspended material is very low, large

quantities of material are mobilised over a tidal period. It is important to consider this

point when planning coastal engineering projects such as dredging channels for ship

ping or constructing new dikes because this delicate balance could easily be upset in the

one or the other direction.

During caIm weather conditions, there seems to be a trend to export sand in small

amounts and to import the same material with strong northerly to north-westerly winds.

Longer term measurements, especially with stormy weather, are needed to test the con

sistency of this pattern.

The high correlation found between suspended mud and organic matter throughout

the year indicates that seasonal variations in plankton concentration playa minor role

in the SPM balance, possibly because the detritus concentrations are much higher than

the maximum abundance of plankton that can be sustained by the system, the plankton

being thus masked by the detrital partides.

The results reported in this study reflect the conditions from fair weather to winds up to

7 Bft. Since measurements under more severe weather conditions were not possible due

to technicallimitations, the effects of strong gales, storms and severe episodic cydones

were not able to be assessed. To measure the response of the system under such extreme

conditions will require the installation of automatically recording instruments. Again,

a combination of calibrated optical and acoustical methods should be used.
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One point which requires further investigation is the bedload transport of sand. Al

though it is not relevant for the deposition on the tidal Bats, it can be an important issue

for beach conservation and island migration.

Another important aspect requiring further attention, is the development of numerical

models. The 2-D model developed for this study estimates currents and water levels

only. It should be improved to take wind forcing and wave action into account. In

addition, it could be coupled with an erosional and depositional model for different

grain sizes. Besides their usefulness in academic studies, such models are of particular

value in circumstances of ecological disasters (e.g., spills of toxic pollutants or oil) where

fast mitigating action is required. In such cases the models can supply rapid information

on potentially impacted areas. Once available, the models are low-cost alternatives to

elaborate measurement programs, provided they are adequately validated by selected

spot measurements.
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